
Five Ways to Optimize Your Metadata 
and Sell More Books
By Anne Kubek, EVP and General Manager of INscribe Digital

Metadata is a publishing buzzword that publishers can’t afford to downplay, now that the majority 
of both print and eBook sales have moved online, and algorithms and personal recommendations 
have become major sales drivers. By actively maintaining and updating this basic title information 
and distributing it to retailers, smart publishers are determining which customers will see the 
book on the retailer’s home page and in their personalized marketing emails. They know that 
metadata is the key to making books pop on virtual bookstore shelves and in readers’ inboxes, in 
the same way that bookseller recommendations drive sales at brick-and-mortar bookstores.

It pays to update your metadata regularly. For publishers, optimizing metadata can start with 
simple steps like using trending keywords to refresh a book’s subtitle, descriptive copy, and author 
biography. Those basic enhancements can increase book sales up to 55% according to a 2012 
Nielsen Report (The Link between Metadata and Sales). The same study also proved that adding a 
picture is worth a 268% sales increase — that is, when your metadata includes a high-resolution 
cover image.

Keeping your metadata in tip-top condition takes more than just the right keywords and sleek 
cover art, however. Nimbleness is also critical. Publishers must be able to rapidly review, update, 
and propagate their bibliographic data to keep pace with the evolution of major retailer sites, 
including trending search terms, as well as any changes to the markets, territories and pricing 
for specific titles. To that end, most major publishers have adopted ONIX, the highly efficient 
XML format for sharing bibliographic data. Many independent publishers are also realizing that 
investing in ONIX is a straightforward way to position their companies for growth. In fact, it’s now 
as important for publishers to invest in migrating metadata to ONIX as it was to upgrade eBook 
files from PDF to the ePub format five years ago.

Here are five best practices for publishers who want to  
optimize their metadata



Develop a regular process for revitalizing your metadata, 
timed around recurring events, such as the annual 
implementation of new BISAC codes from the Book Industry 
Study Group (BISG), or seasonal promotions like Back to 
School. Prioritize your titles for review, starting with your 
front list, followed by bestsellers, then backlist titles.  
Within each area, prioritize titles by sales rate, category, 
and reader age range. News-driven categories like diet and 
health or business and investing may warrant more frequent 
reviews.

Look for monthly sales trends that could point to metadata 
issues. A large downward trend for a group of titles may 
indicate that it’s time to update your category metadata or 
pricing.  

Keep pace with changes in how metadata feeds to retailer 
sites and to individual title product pages by revisiting older 
titles to be sure they conform to current standards, and 
verifying that title details show up correctly on retailer sites. 
Make sure that title information is accurate across series 
and retailers. Don’t lose sales to inconsistent spelling and 
punctuation!

Up-to-date BISAC codes allow retailers to create effective 
themed marketing, so be sure your BISAC category codes 
reflect the latest BISG guidelines on trending topics, such as 
the entirely new Young Adult categories introduced at the 
end of 2015, which were previously encompassed by Juvenile 
codes.

Apply as many BISAC codes to each title as possible - for 
eBooks, use four codes to really hone in on your market, 
even if you typically use fewer codes for print books. Titles 
with unique BISACs (e.g. “Young Adult Fiction/Pirates”) often 
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3. Watch Trends in Top Categories

Create a chain of command within your company for tracking 
keywords. The marketing department may take the lead on 
category keywords, while the book’s editor may be the best 
person to track keywords for each title, with marketing and 
publicity next in line.

Track top search terms for categories and topics in which 
you have the most titles, so you can easily update book 
subtitles and descriptions with critical and timely keywords.

On sites like Google Trends, Google Adwords and Amazon, 
use the auto-populate tool to see a drop-down of popular 
search terms. Keep an eye on the number of global monthly 
searches for each term.

find great visibility on bestseller lists and less competition
than those with generic codes (e.g. “Young Adult Fiction/
General”).

Publisher Full Fathom Five Digital has used niche BISACs to 
consistently position The Family by Martha Kennerson on 
the “Teen, Alternative Family” bestseller lists at all retailers, 
keeping its visibility high.  

Review each of your titles across all retailers to identify the 
BISAC category that’s driving the most sales. Then place the 
most relevant BISAC code first in each book’s metadata.
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Publisher Ink Monster found large new readerships for the 
Angelbound and Becoming Alpha series by updating their 
BISAC codes to Sci-Fi/Fantasy and Young Adult, respectively. 
Both series were launched as New Adult.

The INstore tool, created by INscribe Digital, makes this 
process easy.

http://www.instorebyinscribe.com/
https://www.google.com/trends/
http://www.google.com/adwords/index.html
http://www.amazon.com/books-used-books-textbooks/b/ref=topnav_storetab_b?ie=UTF8&node=283155
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4.  Use the Best Keywords

Use your hottest main 

two sentences of 
your book description.

Use as many relevant keywords in your book descriptions as 
possible. 

Lisa Bloom, author of Swagger: 10 Urgent Rules for Raising 
Boys in an Era of Failing Schools, Mass Joblessness, and Thug 
Culture, has kept her parenting book ranking high for years 
with critical keywords in her title, and targeted terms like 
“parenting,” “teen,” and “adolescence” in her description, 
along with quotes from Dr. Phil and Drew Pinsky. Fiction 
descriptions should include popular plotlines when relevant, 
such as “secret baby” or “dragon romance,” as well as 
thematic keywords.

Use your hottest main keywords in the first two sentences of 
your book description, as these are the most visible on most 
retailer websites. Don’t use paragraph breaks, which can 
cause some text to be hidden beneath a “more” tag. Instead, 
use standard returns to create readable paragraphs. 

Author Josie Brown immediately grabs readers with her 
intro to The Housewife Assassin’s Handbook:  “Every desperate 
housewife wants an alias. Donna Stone has one, and it 
happens to be government-sanctioned.” Brown’s sales prove 
that people keep reading!

Reach out regularly to your authors to request additions to 
their biographies, such as awards or bestseller status that 
might return higher keyword search results. 

Author Shiloh Walker mentions her USA Today bestselling 
author status when she writes romances under her own 
name, and also when she writes fantasy novels under the 
pen name J.C. Daniels.



Just like a great bookseller, smart metadata puts your books in
closes the sale. The more you refine your metadata, the better it will serve you!

 front of the right readers and 

If you would like to learn more about how INscribe Digital can help you market and distribute your 
books, please check out our website: http://www.INscribeDigital.com

Co-written and edited by Charlotte Abbott, Abbott Communications
Designed by Allie Wadford, Isolation Network

The most efficient way to deliver metadata to the publishing
supply chain is with ONIX, a single data feed that includes 
variations in price by wholesale, retail and library markets, as 
well as by territory.

For publishers who don’t have ONIX yet, here are a few 
options to consider:

5.  Use a Flexible Metadata Delivery System

• Develop the means to create and distribute ONIX 
yourself

• Use a service provider to create ONIX for you, and 
distribute it to retailers yourself

• Use a service provider to create and distribute your 
ONIX feed and eBook files (such as INscribe Digital)

http://www.inscribedigital.com/



